JURY BRIEF

note from the jury
The Connected City Design Challenge has been a great success! Hundreds of submissions from around
the globe have opened our eyes to bold possibilities for Dallas and reminded us of the basics of successful
city building. Congratulations to all the individuals and teams on the quality of the submissions and thank
you for your good work!
From the Professional Stream, Bofill Taller de Arquitectura, OMA*AMO, and Stoss+SHoP have put
forward very compelling schemes. More than one hundred designers from around the world submitted
their ideas as part of the Open Stream. In late December, the Challenge Jury convened and reviewed all
submissions. This brief announces the results from the jury’s deliberation and outlines themes of work,
with specific ideas proposed through the Challenge guiding the future work.
The Connected City Design Challenge is produced by the Dallas CityDesign Studio, an office of the City of Dallas, in partnership with The Trinity Trust Foundation, Downtown Dallas,
Inc. and The Real Estate Council Foundation. Sponsors include partners, individuals, various area stakeholders and landowners. Collaborators include AIA Dallas, Greater Dallas
Planning Council, Dallas Architecture Forum, the Dallas Center for Architecture and the Trinity Commons Foundation.

Lastly, a very special thank you to our partners, sponsors, jury members and volunteers who have worked
diligently this past year to make the Challenge happen. We encourage everyone to invest in the opportunity
these ideas offer Dallas and join in as the coming year unfolds.
The Connected City

the challenge
Launched in April 2013, The Connected City Design Challenge has functioned as an inclusive process
coupling creative discovery with public gathering to discover ways of connecting Downtown Dallas and
the Trinity River. A competitive request for talent generated local and international submissions from
professionals, with three teams invited by the Challenge Jury to submit detailed concepts. In a parallel
effort, the Open Stream called for participation from the broad design community including professionals,
non-professionals, artists and students. This stream merited more than 1,000 registrants with 107 ideas
submitted from 23 countries and 21 design schools.
Over the past six months, the Challenge convened public activities to share the submissions. We are
thankful to the Nasher Sculpture Center and Dallas Museum of Art (DMA) for hosting our four events
with more than 1,200 people in attendance. The Challenge Gallery, which showcased the professional
submissions, was unveiled at the DMA and rotated downtown for hundreds to review the ideas in-person.
An online version of the Gallery was launched sharing professional and open stream ideas with thousands
locally and across the globe viewing the submissions and voting for their favorites. These initiatives, along
with other events with our partners and supporting organizations, have built awareness across a diverse
audience.
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the place
Dallas’ key urban assets, Downtown and the Trinity River, are experiencing
rebirth and rejuvenation, lifting the city’s quality of life and sense of place.
Downtown Dallas continues to emerge as a vibrant collection of neighborhoods
while the Trinity River Corridor is being transformed from floodway to public
space.
The western portion of Dallas’ downtown represents one of the most challenging
urban design problems anywhere. Comprised of several downtown districts
including Riverfront, Reunion/Union Station, Dallas Civic Center, and the
West End, the area is uniquely positioned between the Trinity River, and the
neighborhoods of Southside, Cedars, the Design District, and Victory Park.
However, none of these areas are linked together into a coherent district.
The existing conditions of infrastructure and underdeveloped land between
downtown and our river are the result of a collection of independent
infrastructure and development decisions made over the past century.
Priorities for needed flood control and regional mobility have resulted in a
physical condition dominated by infrastructure with no natural or inviting way
to connect these parts of our city to one another or to the Trinity River.
The Connected City

the challenge jury
Larry Beasley, Jury Chair, Chief Urban Design Advisor to the City of Dallas, Vancouver
Peter Bishop, Professor of Urban Design at The Bartlett School of Architecture, London
John Crawford, President and CEO of Downtown Dallas, Inc.
Allan Jacobs, Planner and Author, San Francisco
Mary McDermott Cook, Chair of The Trinity Trust Foundation, Dallas
Linda McMahon, President and CEO of The Real Estate Council, Dallas
Robert Meckfessel, FAIA, Architect and Chair of the Dallas Urban Design Peer Review Panel, Dallas
Mohsen Mostafavi, Dean of the Harvard Graduate School of Design, Cambridge
Mary Suhm, Former city manager of the City of Dallas, Dallas
To view more information about the jurors, visit connectedcitydesign.com
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The Connected City

finalists
The Challenge Jury found delight in the variety and thoughtfulness of the submissions put forward.
Following much debate, the jury identified from the body of work their preferred themes and ideas. Each
of the finalists successfully represents one or more of these within their submission. The Connected City
finalists include:
Professional

Open

Stoss + SHoP
Boston, MA

Kohki Hiranuma Architect & Assoc.
Osaka, Japan			

Ricardo Bofill Taller de Arquitectura
Barcelona, Spain

Bogdan Chipara
Constanta, Romania

OMA*AMO
New York, NY

Raik Thonig & Marius Kreft
Arlington, TX
McLain Clutter
Ann Arbor, MI
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The Connected City

six themes for connecting
Across both professional and open stream submissions, The Challenge Jury
has identified six themes for connecting the city. These can be found repeated
in a variety of designs across both streams. Together they offer Dallas a
fundamental way to approach city shaping and the community a way to move
forward. The six themes include:
The respect and specific definition of neighborhoods to connect a city.
The use of landscape to unite a place.
The opportunity for water to overcome barriers and deliver a public good.
The necessity of well designed streets to link disparate areas.
The potential of regional auto infrastructure to be designed for localized
urban reintegration.
The deployment of temporary acts to bridge toward vision.
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Themes

preferred professional stream submission
The jury found the finalists contained overlapping ideas but distinctively different organizing strategies.
These strategies ranged from the primeval forest to monumental architecture. All of the finalists broke the
Challenge’s boundaries by crossing over the levees and/or into adjacent neighborhoods reminding us
context has no fixed edges. Two proposals included lands to the south, showing the necessity of including
this area in the effort. Lastly, all finalists illustrated how transportation design could balance local and
regional interests with ease of movement in and out of the Trinity River. These submissions have shown
us the power of ideas and how design can overcome physical challenges.
In acknowledgment of success across all themes, The Challenge Jury extends special recognition on an
overall basis to Stoss+SHoP for their scheme of “Hyper-Density Hyper-Landscape.”
Turn the page to discover each finalist proposal including jury comments for each.
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Themes

hyper density/hyper-landscape
Stoss+SHoP
New York , NY & Boston, MA
Jury Comments:
“The idea of two fingers (the river and city) coming towards one another jump off the board…the idea is
very clear and compelling...a pattern that by itself offers connectivity regardless of the details.”
“It is a simple clear concept. There’s much left to be resolved in details but the diagram of the green coming
into the city and the city going into the Trinity is a very powerful diagram that should become a strategy for
managing change as the community moves forward.”
“The approach is compelling with many parts and pieces able to start now.”
“This strategy hits on all 6 themes and can influence how we develop in Dallas. It’s clarity and pragmatic
approach offers replicability.”
“The Stoss scheme is very implementable and strong while giving the community the ability to elaborate.”
“Downtown is improving and one emphasis that cannot be overlooked is the need to be sympathetic to the
downtown’s needs as there is much left there to do. This scheme does that by managing density.”
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Professional Stream

two rivers/two datums
OMA*AMO
New York, NY & Rotterdam, Netherlands
Jury Comments:
“We have thought of the levees for too long as this 30-foot barrier (and it is at one continuous level).
Their idea of designing along two datum levels is compelling: one at the river and the sumps and then
the other one at the top of the levee that aligns with downtown. If one begins to think about those facts it
fundamentally changes the nature of the conversation: The levee is at the same level as downtown so it’s
not necessarily a barrier.”
“Their approach to water is fascinating. Everyone mentions water but this in particular understood that the
levees work in both directions – they not only hold the water in the river but they keep the water away from
the river – and there’s an opportunity there we have yet to capitalize on enough.”
“This team questioned the entire premise of the traffic...the gazillion lanes of traffic between downtown and
the river and they came up with some concepts we do not completely understand or completely believe in
(in terms of being able to reroute or move traffic) but we should not accept more and more lanes of traffic
without constantly trying to mitigate and reduce the problem we’re dealing with along the way.”
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Professional Stream

trinity and downtown
Ricardo Bofill Taller de Arquitectura
Barcelona, Spain

Jury Comments:
“Bofill has offered us a direct way to connect to our future through the past. Their idea of the prairie - of
replicating the indigenous landscape - as a fundamental way of connecting is strong..”
“The D Walk connecting the Arts District to the RIver is very compelling. The blackland prairie is reestablished and a string of institutions are used as anchors. One might say this is a direct merging of the
city and the prairie amongst all this infrastructure.”
“Bofill buries the roads anywhere he can, especially new ones - very bold.”
“This scheme anchors each neighborhood with a magnet, a public market or institution, while establishing
identity through architecture.”
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Professional Stream

forest

Kohki Hiranuma Architect & Associates
Osaka, Japan

Jury Comments:
“An idea that is completely out-of-the-box. Here is a strong vision that is totally compelling as a green
counterpoint to the intensity of the existing city. This one’s got real guts.”
“What a great way to start...a clear way to start...something that can be started now.“
“This approach gives a different idea of what landscape can do.”
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Open Stream

bridging

Bogdan Chipara
Constanta, Romania

Jury Comments:
“‘Bridging on steroids’...draws many new links animated with energy, ecology and fascinating juxtapositions.
But these are bridges for people not for cars.”
“It pays homage to Kessler and the original intent of the city...very appealing and as it speaks to the
character, structure and form of city.”
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Open Stream

baroque forest

Raik Thonig & Marius Kreft
Students at the University of Texas at Arlington
Arlington, TX

Jury Comments:
“An urbanist’s perfect dream - elegant boulevards and parks, proud buildings and an audacious strategy
to cover over the freeways with public space...a ‘city beautiful’ in the grand tradition.”
“This one has real clarity of form utilizing landscape to achieve connectivity.”
“A thoughtful scheme...easily understood...convinces us that the connection [river] to the downtown area
would actually work...where one might actually walk along and enjoy and actually use.”
“Very bold...taking a portion of infrastructure and turning it green.”
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Open Stream

incentive network

McLain Clutter
Assistant Professor at the University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI

Jury Comments:
“This one is both smart and practical. It taps private sector capital and initiative to bridge the divide and
then infills the gaps with a fine-grained pattern of communities. Solving problems through opportunity.”
“The network attacks connectivity in a very different manner by identifying points of crossing - and creating
nodes for development where public and private can work together to realize connection. New models of
development can be discovered.”
“Very intriguing...a fine-grain way to approach the problem that could be effective and very doable.”
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Open Stream

moving forward
At completion of the Challenge Jury’s work, six recommendations for moving forward are encouraged. These include:
The Connected City effort should continue directly from the Design Challenge, with the City of Dallas continuing to take the lead in partnership
with the Trinity Trust, Downtown Dallas, and The Real Estate Council. Other organizations should be welcomed into the collaboration and new
entities may be needed to carry out the ideas.
The six themes for connecting should be used as a framework for generating and evaluating proposals for improvement.
The private sector, particularly landowners and developers, should be facilitated to pursue competition themes and ideas.
The Connected City partners should work diligently to ensure each development, piece of infrastructure, area of open space, and emerging
neighborhood in this area positively contributes toward strengthening connectivity between downtown and the river.
The Connected City should convene at least two public gatherings annually to continue discussion, debate proposals, implement ideas and
advance the Connected City.
The six specific ideas identified by the jury for implementation and listed in detail on the following page should be advanced immediately taking
advantage of current public and private projects and/or new funding streams whenever possible.
Turn the page to discover the six ideas for implementing.
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Implementation

six ideas for implementing

Constructing a Grid-Green system of streets and landscapes to reinforce adjacent areas while defining
three new, distinct neighborhoods.
Preferred submission(s): Stoss+SHoP, with jury’s note of looking to the Bofill, OMA*AMO, and Thonig schemes for
additional ideas reinforcing and defining neighborhoods.
Activating public lands as entrepreneurial urban forests and farms.
Preferred submission(s): Stoss+SHoP and Hiranuma, with jury note of looking to the Bofill scheme for strong
ecological precedents.
Transforming the Old River, utilizing natural and engineered solutions, into an ecological spine of public
spaces, improved flood control and functioning ecosystem.
Preferred submission(s): Stoss+SHoP and OMA*AMO.

+30’ Downtown Elevation

The Connected City jury has identified six specific ideas for further
exploration and implementation. Each of these will require further
analysis, detailed design and public and private activities to complete.
Future work is expected to include multiple projects, at varied scales,
carried out by many interests and designers. However, taken together
these ideas represent a cohesive and effective framework to address the
fundamental challenge of unifying the downtown and its river.
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Developing along two datums, the downtown/levee top and historic prairie, to overcome topographical
barriers.
Preferred submission(s): OMA*AMO, with jury note of looking to the Stoss+SHoP and Chipara schemes for
additional ideas for public realm design at multiple levels.
Disrupting perception by illuminating the Old River through an artist installation and public engagement.
Preferred submission(s): Stoss+SHoP
Building transportation systems in support of local and regional interests.
Preferred submission(s): Stoss+SHoP, with jury note of looking to the OMA*AMO, Bofill and Clutters schemes for
additional approaches to system and project design, including economic incentives and shared land use.
Implementation
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The Connected City

Follow The Connected City Design Challenge online at connectedcitydesign.com
for more information on the challenge, ideas, and future events.
Thank you for your ongoing interest and participation in The Challenge!
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The Connected City
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